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Hi Everyone ,  

Things are getting just

ducky at Swan Lake these

days and they are fun to

watch .   A little preschooler

who met me on the trail

said he was going to Swan

Lake .  I said me too and he

replied ,  in a very serious

voice ,  “When you are at

Swan Lake you have to look

our for the ducks ! ”  Good

advice .

 

The dabblers ,  the ducks

that go bums up and

heads down to feed ,  are in

fine form .

Bottoms up everybody !

It ’s not always easy to see

the bright new feathers on

their heads when their

heads are under the water

so much of the time .

But when they do come

up ,  like these American

Widgeons ,  they are

gorgeous .

Just Ducky

with Lenny
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Just Ducky
The male duck feathers

have regained all their

splendour so they are

ready to attract their

mates for spring

romance .

The colours on these

male Mallard ducks are

absolutely vibrant .

And when the same duck

as above turns his head

in the sun you can see

the iridescent quality of

their feathers ,  where

small cellular structures

reflect light into different

spectacular colours of the

spectrum ,  that allows his

head to turn from green

to purple in an instant .

The diving ducks ,  those

that put their heads

down and

go completely under the

water
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Just Ducky
searching for their food ,

are also looking fantastic .

This male Scaup (I think

the Lesser Scaup rather

than the Greater Scaup)

has an intent look as he

scans the water .

And these Ring-Necked

ducks are looking much

brighter at this time of

year too .

Believe me there is a ring

around this Ring-necked

Duck ’s neck ,  but the ring

around his bill makes him

easier to identify .
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Just Ducky
It was great to see this Common

Merganser who ,  despite his name ,

is not seen all that often at Swan

Lake .

I know all these duck names get a

bit confusing .  I used to love

watching the way park naturalists

taught my students in grade four .

Like all good educators they used

humour ,  movement ,  song ,

repetition ,  and hands on learning

to help students acquire

knowledge in a quick and

successful way .  One funny and

humorous technique was to use

word clues .

For instance they would teach the

five types of very similar looking

salmon ,  Chum ,  Chinook ,  Coho ,

Sockeye and Pink ,  and make word

associations with each .  Then they

would hold up a picture to review

and ask ,  “What is this type of

salmon again? Remember ,  he

would really like to be your friend ,

so he could say you were his . . . .

"and the kids would yell ,  

“Chum salmon . "

To remind the kids about what

kind of duck this is they would

often say ,  “Do you remember the

name of this duck ,  it begins with

Mer and ends with ganser?” The

students would soon catch on and

enjoy both the humour of the

overly obvious clue and the

security of being able to always get

the right answer .  I learned a lot

about teaching watching naturalist

work .
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Just Ducky
And finally the Hooded

Merganser was back at the

lake ,  but just like last time

his hood was slicked down

for diving .

It was fascinating to see him

come up with a fish and

then ,

showing superb bill

dexterity ,  flip the fish

around so he could swallow

it whole head first .

I think he was so proud of

himself that he pumped up

his hood to show off his

ducky magnificence to all

his admirers .  I felt like I was

a lucky duck to see such a

show !

Sometimes it is just so

satisfying to get all your

ducks in a row !

 

Take care ,  Lenny
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